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For questions, comments, or suggestions regarding the EHR or this newsletter, please contact me directly.
Suzanne Wilkerson, MD_ Medial Director Hospital Clinical Informatics
swilkers@columbia-stmarys.org, 414-326-2519 (office), 414-557-6860 (Pager)
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Easier PowerNote Corrections – Wrong Note Type or Date, 2.18.16
Medication Reconciliation – Icon Change, 2.18.16
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Sepsis, Lactic Acid, and the EHR
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) now requires data collection for patients with diagnoses of
Severe Sepsis and Septic Shock. During recent case audits, we have noticed inconsistencies with compliance with two of
the elements - fluid bolus administration and repeat lactic acid.
To improve compliance with both, it is important that you use the Sepsis PowerPlans (ED or Admission, depending on
patient location).
Also, we recently added a test, “Lactic Acid Reflex.” When this test is used and a patient has a lactic acid result of >2, a
second test is ordered by the system to repeat 4 hours after the initial.
Though the non-reflexing Lactic Acid order remains visible on search, please always select the Lactic Acid Reflex order.

Most PowerPlans that contained a Lactic Acid Order have been updated to now include the Lactic Acid Reflex Order in
place of the Lactic Acid Order.
Please remember, if an individual lactic acid reflex has been ordered prior to initiating a sepsis PowerPlan, be sure to
uncheck the equivalent order in the PowerPlan. This workflow is similar to unchecking blood cultures if they too are
ordered prior to plan initiation, and avoids unnecessary duplicate testing.
For any questions/clarification regarding the Lactic Acid Reflex order, please contact Anton Salud, MD or me.
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EHR Single-Sign-On remote access URL change, 2.18.16
The external link to access EHR without a VPN will be changed effective 2.18.16. (Job Aide attached)
The new URL is https://ahmiwi.cernerworks.com/citrix/ssoWeb
As was previously communicated, this Single-Sign-On remote access works well with both PC and Mac personal
computers as well as some tablets and smartphones. Citrix Receiver installation is required. (V4.2 for PC)

Downtime for EHR Upgrade – 2.17.16 @ 23:30 until 2.18.16 @ 05:00
Due to a software upgrade, the EHR will be unavailable from 2330 on February 17 until 0500 on February 18.
Chart review, documentation and ordering can be accomplished as follows during that time.
1. Patient Data Acquisition
 24/7 computers available on each unit. These are cycled every 5 minutes and will make available all
data up until at least 5 minutes prior to downtime.
 Tests resulted during the downtime will be available on paper in the patient’s paper chart. If not
available when needed, call the appropriate department.
2. Documentation with Dictation – will be forwarded to message center for electronic signature after downtime
3. Orders
 Individual orders on paper order sheet – handwritten on lined orders paper
 Order sets as needed can be accessed from desktop icon.



Paper order sets do not all match the electronic PowerPlans exactly so should be scrutinized for
accuracy when used.
4. Medication Reconciliation
 RN or pharmacist will complete medication history on paper form
 Physician will “reconcile” the medications on the same form by indicated if meds should be continued or
not. Space to indicate any necessary changes in dosing available.

Easier PowerNote Corrections – Wrong Note Type, 2.18.16
Sometimes hospital documentation is associated with the wrong patient encounter, date of service, or note type (for
example, H+P may mistakenly be labeled Progress Note). Though the appropriate patient visit information may be in the
EHR, if it is not in the correct encounter and readily identifiable with the correct note type, it will count as a medical
record deficiency.
The upcoming EHR upgrade provides an easier process for correcting a PowerNote signed under the wrong Note Type,
Title, or Date of Service (NOTE: This process will not correct a PowerNote created in the wrong encounter.) The
attached job aide provides details on this new process.
As the new process cannot resolve notes placed in the wrong encounter, HIM staff will remain available to assist with
those situations.
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Medication Reconciliation – Icon Change, 2.18.16
The noncompliance icon
for a Documented Medication by Hx
or a Prescription
will no longer display in the
medication reconciliation window. This goes into effect with the EHR upgrade on 2.18.16.
Current:
A noncompliance icon displays to the left of the medication name in the Medication Reconciliation window.

Future (starting 2.18.16):
There will NOT be a non-compliance icon. Medication noncompliance will be indicated only by red text. You must
hover over the red text to see compliance details.

Lab Utilization Alerts – CMP and BNP, 2.22.16
In April 2015 CSM Laboratories embarked on a pilot to address tests that should either “Never be ordered” and/or
“Ordered no more than once” during an inpatient stay. The goal was to encourage and support appropriate utilization of
lab resources and improve patient satisfaction. Hospital and Medical Staff leadership were engaged in creating this
pilot.
The pilot was successful and is now being expanded. Starting 2.22.16 we will add a new category: labs that should be
“Ordered no more than once per day.” The two tests included initially will be BNP and CMP.
As with the other alerts, if you receive the alert during ordering and you feel that your patient does require the test, you
can contact the lab director or on-call pathologist for an exception request.
Please direct any questions about the initiative as follows:
Guillermo Martinez –Torres, MD
Barbara Albrecht
Chair, Pathology and Laboratory Services
Administrative Director – Laboratory Medicine
414-585-1448
414-585-1401
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In-House Support
In-house support is available Monday through Friday from 8am to 4pm on both Ozaukee and Milwaukee campuses. To
contact a support team member, dial Vocera and request “EHR support.”
Vocera numbers vary by campus.
Ozaukee Vocera Phone: 262-243-6707
Milwaukee Vocera Phone: 414-585-1995
For urgent/emergent EHR technical assistance outside of the above hours, contact the Help Desk at 414-326-2400.
When asked for an extension, choose “7” for expedited transfer to a service desk analyst.
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How to Correct PowerNote with Wrong Note Type, Title, or Date of Service
Printable Job Aid

A document created using an incorrect Encounter Date or Note Type will result in that document being electronically misfiled
in the patient’s chart.
Use the following process to correct a PowerNote signed under the wrong Note Type, Title, or Date of Service (NOTE: This
process will not correct a PowerNote created in the wrong encounter):
1) Select PowerNote or Documents from the venue menu. Choose PowerNote for viewing, right- click on the body of the
document and select Modify.

2) Change Type, Date, Time, and/or Title(Subject) as needed.

3) Add Addenda (required).

4) Click Sign
5) If you forget to add addenda, the following warning will be seen upon signing. Click OK, add
Addenda, and click Sign.

6) The following message will appear the first time the Type, Date or Title/Subject has been modified on a Final note. To
avoid seeing this warning in the future, Check the box “Do not show this message again” and click Yes to no longer see
this notification when future Type, Date or Subject modifications are made.
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Improved PC, Mac, Smart Phone, and Tablet Remote SSO (single-sign-on) access to Cerner EHR
March 2015
Direct access to Cerner EHR via your web browser is now available. Follow these simple instructions to get started.
Please note - Citrix must be installed on your device. If you have previously accessed the EHR via Positive Networks, this is likely
already installed.
1.

Use the following link.
https://ahmiwi.cernerworks.com/citrix/ssoWeb

2.

Enter your Cerner EHR User name and password on the CernerWorks login page.

3.

Cerner EHR Applications window will open.
Select SSO PowerChart, SSO FirstNet, or SSO Surginet as applicable to your security and workflow.
The application will launch directly without the need to enter your user name and password again.

4. For assistance with technical issues contact Suzanne Wilkerson, MD at swilkers@columbia-stmarys.org,
414-326-2519, or pager 414-557-6860.
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